Design Pitfalls lowering Acceptance of Technology-Based Interventions to Advocate Stair-Climbing
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ABSTRACT
Stair climbing is a physical activity that can easily be performed in daily life and has a positive influence on health. We investigated the role of technology to promote stair climbing by designing and implementing two prototypes in real-life circumstances. To understand user acceptance and interaction we conducted user studies in a shopping mall and a university building. Based on our findings we derived lessons learned for designing future technology for the promotion of stair climbing.
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1 Introduction
Lifelong physical activity is one of the key determinants of healthy aging and could delay or even prevent age-related frailty. However, globally, 1 out of 4 adults (18+ years) is insufficiently active [18]. Stair climbing is advocated as one simple yet highly effective intervention to prevent frailty and improve cardiovascular fitness [11]. Thus, various health campaigns promote stair climbing using e.g. motivational signs [3] or banners [4].

As part of a long-term research project, we aim at investigating the role of sensors and interactive technology to promote stair climbing. We designed and technically implemented two interventions, the ActiStairs prototype and the InteractiveStairs prototype. We conducted small-scale, explorative user studies for each prototype to know whether they have a potential to get accepted by users, how they will probably be perceived and understood by users. The detailed findings from these studies are reported in [7] and [17]. Within this paper, we want to focus on some user acceptance-affecting pitfalls in the design of technology-based stair-climbing interventions, which we identified in the user studies, and discuss what we have learned from these.

2 Related Work
Some work exists that uses sensors for identifying stair climbing activity and interactive technology to provide motivating feedback to people. One approach is to use gamification and to
direct attention towards the stairs via playful interaction with a staircase installation. For instance, Alhadidi et al. [1] present a sophisticated installation deploying sound and light displays, and relying on a local RFID infrastructure to provide personalized feedback in an interactive staircase installation. The Piano Stairs [16] motivate stair climbing by using a piano keyboard layout on the stairs to play sounds and enable persons to make music by going up and down the stairs. Peeters et al. [9] build on the Piano Stairs, identifying social collaboration as a motivating factor for stair climbing. Their design uses acoustics as a motivating and playful feedback. Rogers et al. [12] suggest a light-based intervention in a workplace setting; they found that for users decoding the meaning of the lights is difficult. Ciman et al. [2] developed a serious game for smartphones to incentivize people to use stairs instead of elevators or escalators. It uses smartphone sensors to count taken stair steps, in order to reach the top of real buildings, e.g. the Eiffel tower, within the game. Another approach is to provide motivational messages or behavior-related information. The Apstairs system by Sakai et al. [13] uses Bluetooth scanning for detecting the presence of people’s smartphones in order to present personalized motivational messages to encourage stair climbing in an office building. Two other prototypes by Rogers et al. [12] use abstract representations and diagrams to display elevator versus stair use. On the individual level various examples exist that motivate stair climbing as part of daily PA. For instance, activity trackers and smartphone apps monitor stair climbing and provide statistics.

3 Prototype Design and Evaluation

We designed and implemented two interventions, the ActiStairs prototype and the InteractiveStairs prototype, which explore different ways to promote stair climbing. While the ActiStairs prototype uses a playful approach for the general public in a semi-public setting, the InteractiveStairs prototype follows an individual-level approach with a focus on older adults as users.

3.1 ActiStairs Prototype

3.1.1 Concept and technical implementation

Our design objectives for ActiStairs were to use interactive technology to 1) get initial attention and motivate people to take the stairs, 2) give a reward to those who actually climb the stairs, and 3) provide additional information for those who are interested. The ActiStairs prototype consists of a 5m LED-Strip with a sensor unit, both placed on the left side of the stairs, and a monitor right at the foot of the stairs (Fig. 1, left). To get initial attention and motivate people to take the stairs, multiple blue lights on the LED-Strip are slowly crawling to the top, as an electronic analogy of footprint stickers [6]. A sensor unit (Raspberry Pi 3, two passive infrared (PIR) motion sensors) at the base of the stairs senses whenever someone takes the stairs up and triggers a red light pattern (Fig. 1, right), which accompanies the stair-climbing person. It runs for a predefined period of time before returning to the crawling blue lights and should act as a reward for taking the stairs. Moreover, each stair-climbing person contributes 30 meters to the joint goal of achieving a marathon run, building on top of the “Mount Everest” analogy of Eves [4]. This concept is visualized on a monitor next to the stairs, by providing an image of the marathon route and the current marathon’s progress (Fig. 2). To keep up the motivation after the first finished marathon, the time needed to finish every marathon was measured and displayed as well. Finally, the monitor provides information about the health benefits of stair climbing and about the study itself.

3.1.2 Evaluation Process

We installed ActiStairs for 14 days at a flight of stairs in a shopping mall of a city with about 500,000 inhabitants. To understand people’s reactions to and interaction with ActiStairs we inconspicuously observed 358 persons passing by or going up or down the stairs at three days during the two weeks for a total of five hours. Moreover, two researchers approached 20 of the observed persons for a 5-minutes interview on intervention acceptability; querying a person’s perceptions of and attitudes towards ActiStairs, as well as personal characteristics (age, level of physical activity). Based on the acceptability of healthcare interventions framework by Sekhon et al. [14] we developed a 5-item rating scale with (mainly) adjective pairs to assess a person’s feeling about the intervention; the perceived amount of effort for participating; the intervention’s fit with individual value system; understanding the intervention; benefits, profits, values that must be given up to engage; the perceived likelihood of the intervention to achieve purpose; and the participant’s confidence that the required behavior can be performed.

Figure 1: Left: entire installation of the intervention (monitor, sensor unit and LED-strip); Right: red light accompanying a person

Figure 2: The marathon analogy used in the monitor display
3.1.3 Evaluation Results

Overall, ActiStairs tends to be in line with people’s value system. The majority of interviewed persons considered stair climbing as a useful preventative exercise, with a low burden and low opportunity costs for participating in stair climbing. The confidence to be able to participate was high. Only a minority of persons (two out of 19 respondents) saw disadvantages, finding it rather exhausting or impossible.

However, the interviewed persons differed in their perceptions of intervention coherence and perceived effectiveness. About half of the respondents tended to doubt the effectiveness, found it somewhat complicated and confusing. According to the observation, 22.6% of the observed persons noticed the intervention, 7.3% engaged more deeply.

The interviews further revealed some issues with noticing and understanding ActiStairs. Ten persons found that the overall ActiStairs system, particularly the light strip, was too unobtrusive to get noticed. Some suggested that the visual appearance should be more eye-catching or playful, but also commented that too much effects might annoy persons.

Seven persons mentioned that ActiStairs does not motivate, while three persons explicitly found it motivating. Some suggested getting better rewards and feedback after climbing the stairs. Thus, people did not always understand the display with the joint marathon on the base of the stairs as this reward and once even misinterpreted it as a marathon run commercial. Four persons had problems in understanding what the light strip is about, such as misunderstanding it as escape guidance.

3.1.4 Lessons Learned

Ensure sufficient perceptibility in the setting, but keep it unobtrusive: We observed display blindness in our setting, i.e. people ignoring or not even recognizing the intervention display. Moreover, the minimalistic LED strip may have been too small and not bright or colorful enough. Therefore, other means of visualization are worth investigating such as stair-mounted lights, similar to the stair riser banners that have been found to be effective [8].

Communicate health messages and rewards as explicitly as possible: The light strip in our intervention was quite abstract, and people had difficulties understanding what it was about, misunderstanding it e.g. as an emergency exit guide. It therefore is necessary to find presentations better reflecting the key message of the intervention about health and activity, technically implementing van Hoecke’s finding [5] that health related messages are more effective than general ones. This should also include giving a reward to the stair-climbing person. In our case, not everybody understood the red light as such a reward, and our marathon display was positioned at the foot of the stairs, i.e. before the user performed the activity, and provided information but not a reward. A better way would be to place such a display at the top of the stairs, where the user might e.g. be applauded for contributing to the marathon.

3.2 InteractiveStairs Prototype

3.1.1 Concept and technical implementation

The InteractiveStairs prototype intends to motivate older adults aged between 65 and 75 years to use the stairs instead of taking the elevator through identifying and rewarding stair climbing behavior and informing about recommendations and health benefits. Its basic setup on one flight of stairs consists of two Bluetooth beacons (Estimote), one placed at the bottom and one at the top of the stairs (Fig. 3). Whenever a person is getting close to the stairs, the InteractiveStairs app on the person’s smartphone identifies via the two beacons if the person is further going up the stairs. If the person approaches the top of the stairs, the app provides a sound notification as kind of immediate, direct feedback which plays an important role as a motivator and reminder that the person has something achieved.

Moreover, as depicted in Fig. 4, the app provides information about the daily and weekly progress of climbed steps, a recommendation for weekly steps and the amount of obtained nanolives. This unit is based on the Microlife concept [15], which

![InteractiveStairs installation with two Bluetooth beacons at the top and bottom of stairs](image)

![Fig 4: App screen with daily and weekly progress (recommended and actual steps on stairs, nanolives)](image)
gives healthy behavior a numerical expression. This should allow the person to take an informed decision about the amount of stair climbing.

3.2.2 Evaluation Process
The final InteractiveStairs prototype was the result of a long-term user-centered design process, involving a questionnaire and interview to inquire user preferences and needs, evaluations of mock-ups, and app interface evaluations. The evaluation of the final version of the prototype took place in the main hallway to the university cafeteria. Eight older adults (5 female, 3 male) aged between 65 and 75 years old participated in the evaluation study, which used hands-on demo, interview, questionnaire and observation to understand to which degree users initially accept and trust the prototype and its underlying concept.

3.2.3 Evaluation Results
Most study participants considered the InteractiveStairs prototype as trustworthy and easy to use, and the underlying concept as easy to understand. Overall, 6 out of 8 people understood the prototype very well, knew the meaning of the sound notification and the microlife concept in context of the prototype. Similarly, most participants found the prototype useful. However, when asked about negative aspects of the prototype that affect its acceptance, one person found that the prototype neglected considering other forms of physical activity, which contribute to a healthy life too. Three persons mentioned that the prototype did not show any information about breathing. They see this as an important point to be presented because while going up the stairs breathing can get relatively difficult, especially, if the person has asthma. Another point which was mentioned by three people is that having a smart phone is a condition here. No matter where the smart phone is put, some did not like the idea of having it always with them. One person suggested using a wrist-worn device instead of a smartphone.

3.2.4 Lessons Learned
Add functionality to increase overall usefulness of the intervention: Albeit striving for simple functionality to aid the ease of use of the prototype, adding further functionality such as integrating biometric data (e.g. breathing rate) and data on other physical activity might improve the usefulness of the intervention. The prototype could act as a microlife wallet, which saves all microlives from many health applications on the smartphone.

Consider ambient and body-worn technologies for immediate rewarding health-related feedback: Despite increasing levels of smartphone use in populations aged 65 years and above [10], low-intensity use patterns, such as not taking a smart phone along all the time, still persist. This suggests to rather using ambient or body-worn technologies for immediately rewarding health-supporting behavior.

4 Conclusions and Outlook
We designed and evaluated two technology-based interventions to encourage stair climbing. The user studies provided insights into design issues that affect user interaction with and acceptability of such an intervention. We found that technology clearly is an interesting tool that can contribute to increasing awareness for stair climbing, as long as it masters the delicate balance between perceptibility and unobtrusiveness, as well as usefulness and comprehension of the intervention. Based on our findings, future work could further investigate the effectiveness of certain designs for specific target groups, also taking into account the intervention’s physical context.
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